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InventorInventor: James Williams

Publication Number:Publication Number: US 4,233,942

Product Description: Product Description: We all want the best for our beloved furry

friends and nothing is worse than watching them soil their ears

as they are eating their food! To keep those pesky kibble bits

out of Rover's, we present to you, the Animal Ear Protectors.

The device provides an easy to open plastic tubular shaped



component used for containing and protecting each ear of the

animal. It also includes two straps, one that passes over the

head, and one that passes under the chin. Both of these

straps are adjustable to accommodate the various sizes of

animal heads. Let's just hope you don't have any narrow

doorways.
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Vocabulary | How to
use words to
amplify...

Imagine you're a TSA agent
checking the baggage of some
random stranger heading to
the Arctic. What would you
expect to find? Heavy clothes,
thick woolen socks, winter
jacket, warm boots... that sort
of thing. How about
someone's suitcase headed...
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Fooled By
Randomness | The
Hidden Role of
Chance in Life ...

Ok, most of the books
reviewed on this site are clear,
accessible reads with practical
advice easy on the digestion.
Nassim Taleb does not write
like that, and this is certainly
not one of those books. This is
no disservice to him, rather
a...
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Need Help With A Patent or Design?Need Help With A Patent or Design?

CDN can help guide you through the patent process as well as assist
with any final design changes before a patent is submitted.
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